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Abstract

The premise that is subsumed into Rational Emotive and all subsequent cognitive behavioral therapies is that all emotional disturbances can be traced to a range of irrational beliefs. Such irrational beliefs have long believed to exert a negative influence on sexuality and adversely impact intimacy between partners. The authors devised two irrational belief scales to measure the respondents’ level of irrational thinking in matters pertaining to sex and intimacy. The irrational belief scales were administered as part of two sexual attitudes and demographic question surveys administered to 250 and 300 participants respectively. The scores of respondents were related to a variety of items asking about general life distress, existing sexual conflicts, paraphilic sexuality and the sexual preferences of participants. The results of the scales showed a strong relationship with the irrational thinking patterns, life conflicts and sexual distress of participants, but no connection was found with outlying sexual behavior or fantasies.
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Introduction

Albert Ellis noted half a century ago that a person with typical intelligence would frequently behave in ways that are seemingly self-defeating or foolish (Ellis & Dryden, 2007, p. 6). His explanation for this phenomenon became the foundation of all psychotherapeutic approaches that are called any of cognitive, cognitive behavioral, interpersonal, or Rational Emotive. Contrasting to both his clinical education and the psychotherapeutic dogma of his time, Ellis came to a novel interpretation of emotional dysfunctions. His epiphany was that not unconscious conflicts or forces are leading to the adversities fall-